
React Flooring
The Flooring Solution taking the Industry by Storm. 



Using the latest rubber technology, React Flooring is at the cutting edge of innovative flooring design.



Slip Resistant Plush Surface

React’s plush surface allows for comfortable 
ground-based training and stretching, even on 
unforgiving surfaces like concrete.

React Flooring features an EPDM top layer 
that offers an anti-slip smooth surface. 

Maximum Ground Reaction Force

Extreme durability and optimal shock 
absorption, ensuring minimal energy loss and 
maximum ground reaction force.



Performance that excites.



ClearDot
A Seamless Finish Every Time

Our ClearDot™ proprietary locking mechanism 
ensures a smooth, no-gap, consistent surface. 
Achieving a close- to-seamless finish is made 
easy.

TM Future-Proof

Gouge, stain, or want to replace individual tiles?
Our ingenious design means your floor is future-
proofed and easily maintained—interchange like-for-
like tiles in seconds at minimal cost.



React Flooring 
Specifications

Top Layer

1.5mm EPDM Grey Mix

Recycle SBR + Recycle Random EPDM

Bottom Layer

Additional Specs
1 x 1 Meter Tiles
20mm Thick



Your imagination is your limit.



React Flooring feature for Athletes Auhtority 
Melbourne

Emblazon your logo on inlay platforms, 
or feature a large hero logo. Anything is 
possible in your choice of colours and sizing.

React utilises a proprietary printing process 
specifically for rubber. The result is vibrant, 
high-resolution branding that will lift the look 
and feel of your whole training space.

Make your space 
yours. 



R 2000

R2000 is our full-space solution for gyms. 
Featuring an 20% Grey Fleck EPDM layer for a 
seamless premium flooring finish. 

R 5000

R5000 is our solution for inlay platforms. 
Create contrast with a 50% Grey Fleck EPDM 
layer for a seamless premium flooring finish. 

R CSTM

Custom colours and flecking variations are 
available upon request to ensure your gym 
represents your vision.



The Flooring Solution taking the industry by storm.



React Flooring feature for 
Athletes Auhtority Melbourne

“ When compromising on the quality of your training gear isn’t 
an option, then Iron Edge is the only choice that is left. Their 
commitment to innovation, quality and industry contribution is 
unparalleled anywhere else in Australia. If you want your gear to be 
at the edge of quality and innovation like we do, look no further than 
the team at Iron Edge. "

- Athletes Authority

The Proof:
Athletes Authority

Testimonial

Video

Watch the Full Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lqYiBOE7Wz8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lqYiBOE7Wz8&t


React Flooring feature for 
Crossfit Ocean Grove

With a whopping 400 sqm of gym space, the brief emphasised the 
need for a premium flooring solution that would add a “wow” factor 
to the open gym space. 

As a finishing touch, CrossFit Ocean Grove has added their logos to 
the flooring via the inlay platforms and a hero 3x3m feature. 

The Proof:
CrossFit Ocean Grove

Watch the Full Video

The Solution

Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDBekJIWFIs&t=9s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rDBekJIWFIs



